Co Think Event Map: Application Fox down
Fox was
unavialable for
non-Citrix users
for 1 hour

Event

Effect

Fox was
unavailable for
Citrix users for 3
hours

Known cause

Known error when Citrix
sessions are killed
OR

AND

Context
Citrix users of
customer were
confronted with an
unavailability of
application Fox for 3
hours.

Contributing
circumstance

Citrix sessions hang

Breached barrier

Owner

Fox application
down

Resources recovered and
several Citrix servers rebooted

Unknown cause

All cluster resources
down

Analysed cause

Contributing
circumstance

Location

300

Amsterdam

Engineeers forgot to
turn off the "restart
affected group"
option

Change default
setting

Author
Jaap Trouw

The option "restart
affected group" was on
(default)

Date of last update

Extra diskspace was
turned off

Extra diskspace was
not working

Needs further
analysis

Have separate EMsession: determine why
the extra disk space was
not working
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Why was the extra
diskspace not
working?

Possible action

Engineers did not learn
from previous identical
incident
Engineers wrongly
estimated the change
as low risk

11-16-2016

Status description

Breached barrier

Why did the engineers
forget to turn off the
"restart affected
group"option?
HFA: Determine why the
engineers forgot to turn off
the "restart affect group"
option

Chosen action

Why did the engineers
not learn from
previous indentical
incindent?

HFA: Determine why the change was
not introduced as formal "Change"

Chosen barrier

Implemented action

Change was not
introduced as formal
"Change"
Why was the change
not introduced as
formal "Change"?

Possible barrier

Implemented barrier

HFA: Determine why
the engineers did not
learn from previous
identical incident

Proven action

Proven barrier

Additional info,
question or action

Co Think Event Map: Cut to foot
Operator was
absent for 4 days

4 man days of
production lost

Event

Effect

LTA KPI was
negatively affected

Known cause

Operator got 7
stiches in foot

Context
Following a
production incident in
a glass bottle factory,
a highly skilled
operator's foot was
injured resulting in 4
day absence from
work.

Contributing
circumstance

Operator's foot was
cut
Safety shoes do not
protect from sharp
objects
Test safety shoes with "cut
protection"

OR

AND

Breached barrier

The operator's foot hit
a sharp edge on
bottom of machine

Eliminate sharp edges
from bottom of
the machine

Owner

Unknown cause

Operator kicked hot
glass with shoe
Analysed cause

Usual way of shifting
hot glass
Location
Limmared

Evaluate/update the O.P.
and retrain personnel if
update required

Joan Stoll

Contributing
circumstance
300

Glass was heavy
(about 2 kg)
Operator used tools
designed for casting
pieces

Author

Operator dropped
glass on floor

Breached barrier

Operator
removed the glass left
in the machine

Possible action

Possible barrier

Date of last update

Find tools that are better
adapted for removing hot
glass from machine

11-16-2016

Status description

Check what tools are used for
removing hot glass in other
factories

IS 21 machine
stopped suddenly

Airpressure was too
low

Chosen barrier

Maintenance team
did not verify start
of compressor B
Backup
compressor B did
not take over

Analysis completed,
actions determined

Compressor A
stopped
Preventive
maintenance started
on compressor A
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Chosen action

Install "Airpressure
too low" alarm

Why did backup
compressor B not
take over?
Apply additional RCA to
technical issue

Why did
Maintenance team
not verify start of
compressor B?

Implemented action

Implemented barrier

Proven action

Proven barrier

Apply Human Factor
Analysis

Additional info,
question or action

